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Customer Panel meeting pre-reading:  
Customer Centric Innovation 

October 2021 

Innovation at Powerlink 

In 2019 Powerlink adopted an innovation framework and commenced work to put in place the foundations to 
uplift organisational innovation capability. This framework is customer-centric and seeks to puts the needs of 
the customer at the heart of innovation efforts.   

When considering an innovation we seek to understand if it is of value for our customers, financially viable 
for our business and technically feasible. Yet, Powerlink currently has limited direct engagement with 
customers to inform our understanding of desirability. 

 

This paper outlines three key areas where customer involvement can improve the success of innovations for 
consideration by the Customer Panel. At the panel meeting on 22 October 2021, we will explore what 
customer involvement in innovation would be appropriate, balancing both time and effort of engagement with 
impact and outcome. 

 

1. Uncovering opportunities  

Powerlink, like all organisations, holds assumptions around what our customers need and value. 
Direct engagement can provide a much deeper understanding of what our customers truly want or 
require, therefore ensuring the organisation is focusing on the most beneficial opportunities.  

Example 

Advance Robotic Manufacturing (ARM) Hub is a not-for profit organisation with a mission to 
accelerate industry’s uptake of advance manufacturing technologies. It works with Queensland 
businesses to understand their key problems and then connects them with relevant experts, 
technologies and facilities to collaboratively solve these problems on a commercial scale.  
 

2. Generating ideas 
Once you understand the specific challenge or problem you need to solve, involving customers in 
the idea generation process can be a good way to collect a diverse range of ideas. This can involve 
formal idea generation sessions with a specific problem in mind where customers are invited into the 
session, or using online platforms to source ideas from groups or communities.  
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Example 
iThink is an online ideas community that gives Western Australian government sector employees an 
opportunity to share ideas about how to improve services. It is focused on harnessing ideas about 
how to improve the sector from those who work in it. 
 

3. Experimenting with ideas  
Once an idea is developed, before investing significant time and money in full-scale implementation, 
it can be valuable to test the idea with customers first. This can range from sharing early stage ideas 
in customer forums or interviews through to in-market customer trials. Learnings from these trials 
can inform valuable improvements to the idea and how it is implemented or lead to the idea being 
discontinued.  

Example 
AGL Electric Vehicle Smart Charging Trial involves a group of volunteer customers in a pilot where 
AGL test manages electric car charging times on their behalf. This provides insights to AGL about 
what is important to customers, how they interact with this service, how to effectively rollout and 
manage this new service, and the potential impact on managing demand on a small scale before a 
higher risk full scale implementation.  

 

Summary 

Engaging customers in opportunity identification, idea generation and testing ideas can help ensure our 
innovation efforts are focused on the right things and that ideas solve customer challenges in the right way. 
However, the type and level of customer involvement needs to be appropriate for our customers and our 
business.  

At our meeting, we are keen to explore what types of engagement may be appropriate for our Customer 
Panel. We are also interested in how panel members may wish to engage in innovation as directly connected 
customers, or consumer advocates, rather than just via the Customer Panel. 


